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A recent survey conducted in 
the United StAteS found that:

• Most incidents were triggered 
by a negative event in the 
workplace.

• Most perpetrators had prior 
disciplinary issues.

• Most, if not all, of the incidents 
were planned well in advance. 

• Only 17% of the incidents 
studied involved individuals 
with administrator access.

• 87% of the attacks used 
very simple user commands 
requiring little or no advanced 
knowledge. 

• 30% of the incidents took place 
at the home of the employee, 
using remote access to gain 
access to his/her company’s 
corporate network.

With companies always deploying the very latest technology 
more hardware devices are being used in businesses than ever 
before. the job of ensuring it security has never been harder.

The ability to track and monitor these devices has become all the more 
important, whether it is a server, desktop, laptop, enterprise storage 
device, PDA or a simple portable USB memory stick. Themis will 
find, manage and monitor every device, wherever it is, right across a 
company’s network. 

With the BlackBerry and other handheld devices becoming more 
common in business today, emails are being replicated across mobile 
devices, servers, desktop PCs and laptops. Files are being copied and 
backups being made. All of this needs to be managed and monitored 
to ensure security and compliance. 

Keeping track of it all is crucial if you are to meet legal and regulatory 
requirements. In the all-or-nothing world of compliance, you cannot 
afford to take any chances.

By adopting and deploying Themis Software’s SIM (System Information 
Management) solution you will be able to quickly and efficiently monitor, 
manage and analyse any local or remote computer devices that exist 
across your organisation, enabling you to secure your company against 
today’s threat from both outside and also from within.

Are your Company IT systems fully secure and 
totally compliant today? 

Is your company at risk from threats from within 
the workplace that could cost your company 
financially or even jeopardise its very existence?

IT’s a fact
The biggest threat 

to a company’s  
IT systems comes 
from within its 

own organisation

You could be spending more time with your family and less 
time in the office worrying about your company’s IT security 



SiM’s electronic discovery means you are able to locate and 
analyse all the data held electronically within your organisation. 
it is also a vital part of ensuring you are compliant with legal or 
regulatory requirements.

Themis’s SIM solution is particularly well suited for combating the ever 
increasing threats from within a company as well as from outside. SIM 
is typically deployed to look beyond traditional perimeter devices such 
as firewalls, intrusion detection systems and network devices.

With traditional offerings you would look to manage the asset and in 
doing so monitor and manage the individual user. Themis is unique in 
that it allows you to do either or both – managing the device and/or 
the user.

Find out more about how Themis Software can give you 
Peace of mind. Spend more time with your family and less 
time in the office worrying about your company’s it security.

Contact us as follows:
Email: sales@themissoftware.com
Telephone: 020 7299 4208
32 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QJ

Some more sobering facts, but 
this time from a survey carried 
out across eUrope:

•  One in five workers (21%) let 
family and friends use company 
laptops and PCs to access the 
Internet. 

•  More than half (51%) connect 
their own devices or gadgets 
to their work PC. 

•  A quarter of these do so every 
day. 

•  Around 60% admit to storing 
personal content on their 
work PC. 

•  One in ten confessed to 
downloading content for 
personal use whilst at work. 

•  Two thirds (62%) admitted to 
having a very limited knowledge 
of IT Security. 

•  More than half (51%) had 
no idea how to update the 
anti-virus protection on their 
company PC. 

•  Five percent say they have 
accessed areas of their 
company’s IT systems that they 
shouldn’t have.

IT’s a fact
The biggest threat 

to a company’s  
IT systems comes 
from within its 

own organisation

typical capability:

Machine & user activity monitoring complete with real time monitoring.

Full system scan including hardware & software.

Bespoke & standard application type, version type plus when & where installed.

Full license keys inserted at time of installation.

User Profile detail.

All system data/files including hidden & deleted files and file extensions.

Directory structure (including where internal & external devices are being used).

Application paths, configuration logs.

USB device data with data download capability and history of old devices used.

All storage paths and ports.

Full hardware specifications.

Email listings – Inbox, sent and deleted emails.

Internet history including offline browsing.

Decrypts protected storage including all files and website passwords.
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